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Capillary condensation transitions in a slab geometry
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A simple model, previously used to explore wetting transitions, is evaluated for the case of a slab geometry
in which adsorption occurs between two semi-infinite solids, with parallel faces separated by a distanceL. The
model yields auniversal description of possible wetting and capillary condensation~CC! transitions. The
system’s thermodynamic behavior is predicted from the values of two dimensionless parameters:D* ~the
reduced gas-surface interaction strength, a function of temperature! and L* ~the reduced separation!. If D*
,2.9, negligible adsorption occurs at all pressures below saturated vapor pressure~SVP!. For somewhat larger
values ofD* , CC occurs for sufficiently smallL* close to SVP. For very large values ofD* , an additional
prewetting transition~formation of a film! is predicted for largeL* ; this is accompanied by a CC transition
close to SVP. The model is generally consistent with limited results of density-functional calculations for the
He liquids at zero temperature.@S1063-651X~99!10804-3#

PACS number~s!: 68.10.2m, 68.15.1e, 67.70.1n
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I. INTRODUCTION

Capillary condensation, the condensation in small po
of liquid at ambient pressure below saturation, has long b
known to occur@1–9#. In some cases, this behavior can
understood adequately in terms of the Kelvin equation~KE!,
which expresses the adsorption below saturated vapor p
sure~SVP! in terms of the surface tension~s! and radiusRof
the pore, assuming typically a cylindrical geometry for si
plicity. However, the KE description has long been known
fail quantitatively ~and even qualitatively in some circum
stances! for small pores. The reason is that its simplicity is
result of sacrificing the role of gas-surface interactio
which can be crucially important in wetting problems.

For wide pores and a strongly attracting host medium,
error in using the KE is small; then the KE can be correc
by subtracting fromR the thickness of the film prior to the
capillary condensation CC transition. This approach does
suffice if the adsorption interaction is weak and/orR is small.
It is, therefore, useful to seek an alternative formulatio
which predicts more accurately and generally the wide ra
of behavior which can occur.

In this paper we present such a simple model of CC fo
‘‘slab’’ geometry in which the adsorption space is bound
by two semi-infinite solids, whose surfaces are para
planes separated by a distanceL. Like the KE, our model is
derived from a simple set of assumptions and, therefore,
rifices some degree of quantitative accuracy. The appro
used here is analogous to one which we have used in stu
of wetting transitions. The predictions have been tested
that context by comparing the results with both reliable~i.e.,
‘‘exact’’ Monte Carlo classical and density-functional qua
tum! calculations, and even experiments@10–14#. The
method has proven to be accurate in general. That suc
has encouraged us to extend the method in the present p
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The outline of this paper is the following. In the ne
section we introduce the model and show that it leads t
single equation from which the behavior can be deduced
each of the possible phases that may be present. That e
tion expresses a reduced grand free energyV* in terms of
three reduced dimensionless variables: the strengthD* of the
adsorption potential, the separationL* between the confining
walls, andD, the chemical potential difference from SVP
~Another relevant variable, temperatureT, plays an implicit
role in the determination of the reduced variables.! From the
minimum value ofV* one predicts which of three possib
phases is present. These include an ‘‘empty’’ phase, mea
negligible adsorption, a ‘‘film’’ phase, meaning multilaye
film adsorption, and a capillary condensed phase, which
the space with liquid. This approach leads to a generali
‘‘phase diagram,’’ which expresses the predicted behavio
terms of two of the possible three variables~at fixed value of
the third!; see, e.g., Fig. 1. While a three-dimensional rep
sentation of the behavior is possible, we have found tha
be less useful than a set of two-dimensional figures.

This paper extends and generalizes the method applie
Cheng, Swift, and Cole some years ago@8#. In Sec. III, we
compare the results of our present simple model with th
results of density-functional@15,16# calculations for4He and
with new results for3He @12,17#. The agreement overall is
quite good. In future publications, we will present more e
tensive and general results, currently being obtained w
reliable methods for both classical and quantum systems.
note that our simple model is not capable of describing ot
important transition phenomena, such as layering transitio
which have been studied previously with more accur
models@18#.

II. MODEL CALCULATIONS

A. General discussion

Throughout our analysis we have employed a 3–9 form
the adsorption potential arising fromeach of the solids
bounding the adsorption domain:
ic
4484 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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V~z!5$4C3/@27D2#%z292Cz23. ~1!

Here the atom lies at distancez from the image plane posi
tion, a quantity which has been computed and measured
perimentally@19#. This functional form~used in much previ-
ous work on wetting! captures the key aspects of th
potential and includes parameters, which are relatively w
known in many cases:D is the well depth andC is the
strength of the van der Waals asymptotic interaction@19#.
For this potential, the equilibrium distance is

zm5@2C/~3D !#1/3. ~2!

The net potential in the slab geometry is taken to be a sum
the respective contributions from the two surfaces@20#. The
adsorption behavior is to be predicted by evaluating the e
librium number of atoms adsorbed per unit areaNeq as a
function of chemical potentialm. The value ofNeq and the
other thermodynamic properties may be determined by m
mizing ~as a function of variableN! the grand potential pe
unit area,

V~N!5F~N!2mN, ~3!

whereF is the Helmholtz free energy per unit area@21#. The
value ofT is implicitly present in bothF andV. One may, in
principle, carry out this minimization procedure exactly
Monte Carlo methods~except for metastable or unstab
ranges of parameters!, but here we exploit instead a ver
simple model. The model assumes that the solid-liquid in
facial tension consists of the sum of the bulk liquid-vap
interfacial tensions and the integral of the gas-surface inte
action over the region occupied by liquid~which has a num-
ber densityn!. This really ought to be supplemented by twi
the surface tension of the bare substrate, but we omit
additive quantity throughout this paper.

For the sake of generality of application, we discuss
predictions in terms of dimensionless quantities. These
clude a reduced grand potential, gap distance, chemical
tential relative to its value (m0) at SVP, and well depth
defined as

V* 5V/s,

L* 5L/zm ,

D5~m02m!nzm /s,

D* 52nDzm /s.

Table I presents values ofzm andD* for selected system
of interest~using the ‘‘best’’ values of the potential energ
parameters!; one should bear in mind that the values ofD*
increase withT, thus increasing the tendency to conden
Note the extended range of values ofD* , indicating a wide
variety of possible behaviors. Note in particular the stro
tendency of the He liquids to condense; their large value
D* arise from the small ratio of surface tension to densi
Another dimensionless quantity is an integral:

g~y!5E dx@2V~zmx!/D#, ~4!
x-
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with the lower limit set equal to unity and the upper set eq
to y. This function is positive for the relevant regime (y
.1) and has an asymptotic behavior,

g~y!;11/1623/~4y2! ~y@1!.

With this general approach and notation, we may evalu
the grand potential for any hypothetical film configuratio
Figures 1–6 present the thermodynamically stable phases
rived from this approach. As exemplified in Fig. 1, there is
regime of parameter space that exhibits no adsorption (V*
.0), a regime where a film is stable, and a capillary co
densed CC region.

B. Capillary condensed phase

If the liquid is capillary condensed, the grand free ener
per unit area is taken to be

VCC52s12nE dz V~z!2~m2m0!n~L22zm!. ~5!

Here, the integration domain extends fromzm to L2zm,
since that is the region occupied by~approximately uniform
density! fluid. The factor of 2 multiplying the integral ap

TABLE I. The values ofzm ~in Å! and dimensionless well dept
D* , in parentheses, for inert gases and H2 on various surfaces. The
original data are found in Refs.@10#, @14#, and@19#. The tempera-
tures areT50 for 3He and4He, andTtp for the other gases.

Gases Cs Li Au Graphite

3He 4.55~9.42! 3.95 ~20.9! 2.66 ~88.8! 1.93 ~110!
4He 4.55~5.50! 3.95 ~12.2! 2.66 ~51.8! 1.93 ~64.4!
H2 3.66 ~3.33! 3.21 ~7.71! 2.34 ~26.1! 1.86 ~26.8!
Ne 3.55~1.55! 3.40 ~3.17! 2.48 ~12.8! 1.92 ~13.4!
Ar 2.78 ~1.60! 3.02 ~3.22! 2.40 ~10.2! 2.03 ~9.77!
Kr 2.56 ~1.70! 2.91 ~3.40! 2.39 ~9.99! 2.10 ~9.15!
Xe 2.59~1.68! 2.88 ~3.46! 2.41 ~9.28! 2.16 ~8.06!

FIG. 1. Universal ‘‘phase diagram’’ showing regimes of emp
capillary condensed, and adsorbed film as a function of redu
well depth and gap spacing, defined in the text, for the case
reduced chemical potentialD50.1.
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4486 PRE 59GATICA, CALBI, AND COLE
pears because we assume that the total potential energy
sum of contributions from each surface, i.e.,V(z)1V(z
2L). While this approach is analogous to that used pre
ously to describe wetting transitions, the detailed calculat
involves some differences: in the wetting case, the factor
is absent and the integral’s upper limit is infinity when co
puting the wetting transition, because an infinitely thick fi
appears at that transition@10#. From Eq.~5!, we may ‘‘de-
rive’’ the modified Kelvin equation for CC,

052s1s1~P2P0!~L22zm!, ~6!

by settingVCC50, writing the first two terms of Eq.~5! as
twice the substrate-liquid interfacial tensions ls and using

FIG. 2. Curves analogous to those in Fig. 1, exhibiting pha
present at varying degrees of undersaturation, expressed in term
the reduced chemical potential differenceD. For the caseD50, the
line satisfies Eq.~7!; all values above the curve correspond to t
case of capillary condensation, while those below are ‘‘empty.’’ F
the other cases, there is a ‘‘triple point’’ below which the space
empty, to the upper right of which there is a film, and to the up
left of which there is capillary condensation~as in Fig. 1!.

FIG. 3. Reduced phase diagram forD* 59.42 ~e.g., 3He on Cs
at T50). The curves are calculated with the present model.
diamonds indicate the prewetting transition results of Rutledge
Taborek@11# ~open!, which are consistent with density-function
results of Calbiet al. ~closed!.
the

i-
n
2
-

the Gibbs-Duhem@21# relation for the liquid,@(m2m0)n
5(P2P0)#, neglecting any compression of the film. Equ
tion ~6! expresses the pressure reduction for condensatio
terms of the effective gap, (L22zm). This paper’s goal is to
evaluate both the explicit dependence on the substrate po
tial and the role of film formation on the adsorption behavi
thus generalizing the KE.

From explicit integration of Eq.~5!, using Eq. ~4! we
obtain an expression for the reduced grand potential,

VCC* 522D* g~L* 21!1D~L* 22!,

The case of SVP yields a particularly simple criterion for C
to occur. The resultinguniversaltransition line,

D* 52/~gL* 21!, ~7!

appears in Fig. 2 (D50). That curve separates the behav
into two regimes: capillary condensation (VCC* ,0) or
empty (VCC* .0). This provides an explicit dependence o
the values of the parametersL* and D* . One observes a
possibly surprising behavior: the threshold value ofD*
~above which CC occurs! decreasesasL* increases~sinceg

s
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r
s
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, except thatD* 520.9~e.g.,3He on Li at
T50).

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3, except thatD* 588.8 ~e.g.,3He on Au
at T50).
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is a monotonic function!. The reason why this may be
surprise is that CC is typically found in small pores rath
than large pores, while the caseD50 shows the opposite
trend. Indeed, the former trendis the prototypical behavior
found hereaway fromSVP. At SVP, however, the energ
balance in favor of CC grows withL because the magnitud
of the integrated potential energy term increases withL.

The general problem of behavior below SVP is mo
complicated because of the presence of theD term and the
attendant possibility that a film configurationF has a lower
free energy than that of the capillary condensed phase.
free energy functional in the case of such films, symme
cally adsorbed on both surfaces~each of thicknessd!, re-
duces straightforwardly to

VF* 542D* $g~x!1g~L* 21!2g~L* 2x!%12D~x21!,

x5d/zm . ~8!

It is then necessary to evaluate the minimum of this exp
sion as a function of the variablex and compare the resu
with the quantityVCC* . Note that the difference betwee
this free energy and that of the CC case is

VF* 2VCC* 521D* $g~L* 2x!2g~x!%12D~x2L* /2!.
~9!

Here, the first term represents the extra surface energy o
film and the second represents the interaction between
solid surfaces and the atoms, which fill the gap when theF to
CC transition occurs; the third represents the free energy
because the system is~in general! below SVP. The problem
is exemplified in Fig. 6, which shows these functions for t
case of3He interacting with Li. Only for smallL* is the CC
phase stable.

The general behavior seen forDÞ0 is expected. Increas
ing D* favorsF or CC phases, as opposed to theE ~empty!
phase. Which of the condensed phases is stable depen
L* . For largeL* , F is typically favored because the cost

FIG. 6. Dimensionless grand potentialsVF* at D52, for films of
various ~hypothetical! reduced thickness~x! of 3He on Li ~curved
lines!, to be compared with values ofVCC* ~horizontal lines!. The
curves correspond to different values ofL* as shown in the inset
Only for L* 56 is the CC phase stable, since that curve is lowest
the case ofL* 510 and 20, the film is stable and the equilibriu
thickness is found from the minimum ofVF* as a function ofx.
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CC ~theD term! becomes large relative to the benefits~from
the potential and the decrease in surface tension!; the F to E
transition curve is rather insensitive toL* because that tran
sition occurs for such largeL* that it nearly coincides with
the transition for a single surface. Figure 2 shows how
CC regime shrinks, at the expense of theF phase, with in-
creasing distance from SVP~i.e., D!. Figures 3–5 reveal the
evolution of the phases as theD* value changes in the cas
of 3He ~but the trends are general!. For the weakest substrat
shown ~Cs!, the CC regime dominates the behavior exce
for very largeL* ~. 15, i.e.,L.50 Å). For largeD* ~Li
and Au!, the F and CC regimes extend to much larger u
dersaturation andF appears at much smallerL* (;5) than in
the Cs case.

While the shapes of the phase boundaries in Figs. 3–5
qualitatively similar to one another, they differ in deta
There is, however, a common limiting behavior of theF to
CC transition for the case of very largeL* . In that case,
whereD is very small, one may prove that the transition lin
satisfies

L* ;~2/D!@11~3D* D2/32!1/31¯#.

C. Thresholds for capillary condensation and film formation

Equation~7! exhibits an absolute minimum and a corr
sponding threshold condition for CC:

DCC* 52/g~`!532/11;2.9. ~10!

This equation may be compared with the criterion deriv
previously for the wetting transition. Since@as discussed be
low Eq. ~5!# the simple wetting model of Chenget al. @10# is
so similar to the present model, it is not surprising tha
simple relation exists between the CC threshold and the w
ting transition condition:

DW* 52DCC* ;5.8. ~11!

This threshold substrate attraction for wetting is thus twice
large as that for CC. The reason is simply the fact that
attractive potential contributes at both interfaces in the c
of CC. A particularly intriguing test of this calculation is tha
of 4He/Cs. While the single surface exhibits a wetting tra
sition nearT52 K it is predicted here that CC ought to occ
~at D50) for all temperatures~sinceD* 55.5 atT50).

Other systems shown in Table I involve values ofD* ,
which lie below the 2.9 threshold at the triple point, b
should exhibit CC at higherT. Let us suppose that we know
the value ofD* at the triple pointD tp* as in Table I. From the
definition ofD* , we may determine the value at any otherT
from

D* ~T!5D tp* f ~T/Ttp!, ~12!

where we define a function

f ~T/Ttp!5$s/n% tp /$s/n%T. ~13!

The right-hand side of this equation is auniversalfunction of
T/Ttp if the law of corresponding states is obeyed. Then E
~11! may be inverted to yield an implicit relation for the C
threshold:

n
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f ~T/Ttp!52.9/D tp* . ~14!

Figure 7 displays this dependence, derived from experim
tal data for the density and surface tension of Ar@22,23#.
Note that even very small values ofD tp* yield CC transitions
at sufficiently highT. One should bear in mind that temper
tures approaching the critical point (T/Ttp;1.8) will not be
well described by our model, which neglects the vapor d
sity in Eq. ~5!, assumes that the interface is discontinuo
and neglects fluctuations in general. In the regime of
tremely weak substrate, for example, one expects a capi
drying transition to occur atD,0, i.e., above SVP@13#.

It is interesting that the same threshold condition app
to film formation in the slab geometry and to the wetting
a single surface@i.e., Eq.~11!#. This may be proved as fol
lows. SinceD.0, Eq. ~8! implies that if a film is stable,

42D* $g~x!1g~L* 21!2g~L* 2x!%,0. ~15!

Hence,

D* .4/$g~x!1g~L* 21!2g~L* 2x!%. ~16!

We may derive an inequality for the denominator:

g~L* 21!2@g~L* 2x!2g~x!#,g~L* 21!,g~`!,
~17!

where we have usedx,L/2 and the monotonicity ofg(x).
Hence, we arrive at a criterion for film formation in the sla
geometry:

D* .4/g~`!. ~18!

This is precisely the single surface wetting condition, E
~11!. What is surprisingprima facieabout this result is tha
one might have expected the film formation criterion to
less stringent in the slab geometry than for a single surfa
The reason why this is not true is that the single surf
wetting condition permits films of infinite thickness to form

FIG. 7. Domain of temperatureT ~relative toTt) in which cap-
illary condensation~at SVP! and/or wetting of a single surface oc
cur, as a function of the value ofD tp* of the reduced substrate a
traction at the triple point. Curves calculated from Eqs.~11!–~14!,
with dashes indicating limited reliability of the model near the cr
cal temperature (T/Ttp51.8). The curve becomes dashed when
vapor/liquid density ratio exceeds 0.1.
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The slab geometry sacrifices some of this benefit of the lo
range potential; this loss exceeds the ‘‘gain’’ created by
presence of the second surface. Hence, there is no gr
tendency to condense a film in the slab geometry than
single surface.

III. COMMENTS

We have explored a simple model to determine the beh
ior expected for adsorption between parallel faces of a m
terial. The model predicts a rich variety of phases. The ph
diagrams can be understood in terms of two syste
dependent parameters: a dimensionless well depth and
mensionless gap size. This finding is remarkably simple a
therefore, esthetically appealing.

We are led to address the crucial question of whether
model is as reliable as its predecessor, which worked we
describing wetting behavior on a single surface@10#. To do
so, we have embarked on a set of numerical calculatio
which will be completed and described in the future. The
are density-functional~DF! calculations for both isotopes o
He and classical Monte Carlo simulations of Ne respectiv
@17,18#. Since we have already obtained a few results for
case of3He, we may compare them with those of our simp
model. Other comparisons will be presented elsewh
Overall, the model seems to work well, as judged from
data points appearing in Figs. 3–5. In Fig. 3, there are
kinds of comparison in the case ofD* 59.42. For the case o
L* 520, one observes that the film appears in the DF ca
lation at nearly the same value ofD as that predicted here
Moreover, this common value is very close to that fou
experimentally@12# for 3He in the case of a single Cs su
face; such a comparison is appropriate because such largL*
films do not differ significantly from those on single su
faces. Note the possibly more interesting fact~for L* ,5)
that the CC transition occurs in the DF results at virtually t
same value ofD as found in the simple model. This agre
ment is noteworthy.

e

FIG. 8. Comparison between predictions of the transition fr
film to CC using the simple model of this paper~curves! and those
from DF calculations of Cheng, Swift, and Cole@8# for 4He: full
curve and asterisks areD* 511.89 ~corresponding to C
51000 K Å3) and dashed curve and triangles areD* 514.96 (C
52000 K Å3).
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In the case ofD* 520.9, presented in Fig. 4, one find
similarly good agreement. AtL* 510, the film forms at
nearly the predicted value ofD. At L* 56, theE to F andF
to CC transitions also agree rather well with our simple m
el’s predictions. Finally, forD* 588.8, the agreement see
in Fig. 5 is also quite good for the value ofD at theE to F
transition.

Figure 8 compares density-functional results of Che
Swift, and Cole@8# for CC of 4He, in the case of two differ-
ent potentials. Here, too, the agreement is good.

We may summarize the results of this work as follow
An extremely simple model of capillary condensation h
been explored. The resulting behavior corresponds to a
versal dependence of the phase diagram~expressed in re-
rp

J

ti
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B.

ch
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e
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duced variables! on a single parameterD* . This ‘‘corre-
sponding states’’ behavior has not been recogni
previously, to our knowledge. Finally, the method has be
validated thus far in tests for3He and4He, obtained with DF
methods. More extensive tests for both these and class
fluids are in progress.
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